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Conceptual Floor Plans
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Front Elevation

Customer Entry Elevation

Initial Concept Sketch Initial Concept Model

Architectural elements, specifically the menu board and service counter, 
penetrate the building envelope and extend outward to blur exterior and 
interior, and serves as a datum to guide the observer’s attention to the 
interior space. The transparency of the storefront and protruding interior 
elements are also intended to symbolically stitch the coffee house activity to 
the surrounding community through via the ability to easily observe and feel 
apart of the interior from the exterior.

The concept and building architecture further creates the interior as a 
spectacle or event that draws the attention and curiosity of both customers 
and potential patrons passing by the building.

Open Storefront system to 
permit large views of the 
exterior while allowing 
indirect natural lighting.

This provides a well naturally 
lit environment without 
significant heat gain for lower 
life cycle costs and efficient 
operation

Theme: A design enticing potential patrons to engage while providing a greater overall experience to current customers
Open Ceiling concept over cus-
tomer area for natural lightingLouvered system partially over 

storefront system. Permits 
natural light to infiltrate with 

minimal direct heat gain.

Main entry is positioned to 
give a minimum feeling of being 
compressed prior to turning to 
enter the larger space. This 
makes the main interior feel 
larger than reality provides.  
This is a technique created 
by modernist architects and 
heavily favored by Frank Lloyd 
Wright.
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Concept One



Theme: A design enticing potential patrons to engage while providing a greater overall experience to current customers

Open Storefront system to 
permit large views of the 
exterior while allowing 
indirect natural lighting.

This provides a well naturally 
lit environment without 
significant heat gain for lower 
life cycle costs and efficient 
operation

Open Ceiling concept over cus-
tomer area for natural lighting

Canopy covering for additional 
passive cooling concept, as 
well as protection to outdoor 
seating area.

Seating bench for patrons.  A 
place of repose for customers 
looking to briefly sit, enjoy 
the space and their coffee.

Architecturally, the biggest difference between this alrernate 
to concept 1 is the addition of an entry canopy, and built-in 
seating.  This is to not only provide cover and protection for 
those entering the store, but to frame a space for a couple 
tables and umbrellas to be placed in front for outdoor seating.
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Front Elevation [Concept 2]

Customer Entry Elevation [Concept 2]

Initial Concept 2 Sketch Initial Concept 2 Model

Open Storefront system to 
permit large views of the 
exterior while allowing 
indirect natural lighting.

This provides a well naturally 
lit environment without 
significant heat gain for lower 
life cycle costs and efficient 
operation

Initial Concept 3 Sketch

Theme: A design enticing potential patrons to engage while providing a greater overall experience to current customers

The overall concept [as stated on SD-3] for these 
alternates is again applied.  The significant 
difference in how the concept goal is implemented 
and aethetically acheived.  

The ribbon window along the roof is either reduced 
or expanded to investigate in further modeling how 
the overall interior performance is effected, and if 
it benefits the project financially as well as how it 
impacts building system’s efficiency. 
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Front Elevation [Concept 2]

Customer Entry Elevation [Concept 2]

Initial Concept 4 Sketch Initial Concept 2 Model

Theme: A design enticing potential patrons to engage while providing a greater overall experience to current customers

Alternate Concepts

Entry is open storefront system

Covered front exterior space for outside 
seating and tables.

Louvered element over clerestory as well 
as the cantelever roof at entry provides 
for indirect light while minimizing heat 
gain into interior spaces.

Prominant feature of this particular scheme is the clerestory which wraps the 
entry, as well as the large storefront at the interior seating.  Shifts focus 
from the circulation or entry of the building to the interior space, and its 
use during business hours.

Entry element still a main, yet secondary architectural element, still 
controls how the building flow and use is interpreted by the eye of the 
spectator.  Focus of elements through the envelope will still draw the 
attention to the interior in accordance to the overall theme.
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